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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ode to the Eleclrophysiologtst
1 .
Electrically charged,
Mathematically inclined,
Logical physicians,
Sons and daughters
Of the His-Porkinje system .
Riding down the AV trail,
They like to climb retrograde,
They are a special breed
;
They tae eletutrophysiologists :
They are toasters of their trade .
it.
They crowd the cardiac chambers
With long, electrical wires .
To tickle the whiskers of
The maestro of the electrical system
And record electrograms
Of the His and Purkinje system
And micro sig.mis from the trytsardlum .
They are a special breed, indeed .
These ecstatic clectrophysiologists!
it] .
Their motto is to stimulate .
To induce and renrdnam,
To rack and roil
The cardiac system
Into a frenzied voodoo rhythm .
Then lake a break
Within the sings or AV junctvn .
They are a special breed, indeed .
These magical elnctrophysiologsts!
IV .
Their job is to induce
VT and V fib ;
To shack the poor patient
Into a flat line, then sinus rhythm .
With drugs, surgery
And devices, they challenge
God in His infinite wisdom.
They use a species
	
- cod,
These omnipotent elecUOphysiologists!
Their world is measured in cosec,
They map the
wart
in a few seconds .
To perform daredevil acts
.
While ablating bypass tracts
Ifiddon around the AV junction .
Their goal is to seek the "focus"
And pathways of teentraat rhythm.,
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Than lush eut with all the power,
With scalpel, radiM.•equency and cryopowcr,
Vt .
M my new-found wisdom
I would like to pay tribute
To those eleelmphysiologists
Who came out of the Public Health system .'
These creative and visionary men
Led the way for those
Who cease after them .
They are today's electrophysiologists
.
They are, indeed, very free men .
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Overestimation of Valve Area by the
Gorlin Formula
in the January 1990 issue of the Journal, Gorli and Godin (1)
proposeda generalized faemaladou ofItno Golin formula However.
in this derivation they neglected the presterusdc velocity
(V,) . This
neglect may cause siguittcalt overestimation of calculated valve
area .
The Gerlin formula including the prestenotic velocity V, can he
written as
A =	
O
i
- tVrwzl. Ill
v~P
where A = valve area, Q - gow rate, V, and V a = pre- and
iatrasanolio velocity, respectively, c, and c, = caedxienls of
contraction and velocity, 3P = mean pressure difference and p =
mass density .
On the bass of the data from 39 patients with aortic stenosis
reported by Zoghbi at al . (2), the overestimati on due to neytect of V,
ranges from 15% in mild stenosis (gradient 23 mm Hg, valve area
1 .5 em". overestimated by 0 .23 cm) to 1% in severe stenoss
(gradient 109
mm fig
. valve area 0,51 cal"), However, an overesti-
mation 0
.105E could be found i,6 (1500) of these patients . In patients
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